Fact Sheet

Logitech® Zone Wireless

Wireless headset designed for today's open office
Announcement Date: April 8, 2019
Price: $199.99

Shipping: April 2019
Available at: www.Logitech.com

Product Description
Logitech Zone Wireless leverages decades of Logitech audio expertise to deliver superior sound quality in a
contemporary headset that’s comfortable enough to wear all day long. With a simple interface and
downloadable companion app, Logi Tune, you can easily manage your phone or video calls, listen to music or
block out ambient noise using the active noise cancellation feature. Zone Wireless connects to your phone and
computer through Bluetooth® or Unifying Receiver and works seamlessly with leading business software
solutions. Zone Wireless is also the first UC certified headset to offer Qi wireless charging capabilities.
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●
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●
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Designed for Open Office Environments: With the push of a
button, Zone Wireless activates the noise cancellation feature,
which removes most background noise for concentration and
clear conversations. While in use on a phone or video call, the
sleek and retractable microphone uses a software algorithm to
remove background noise.
Superior Sound Quality: Zone Wireless features an optimized
driver for bass performance and acoustic isolation, all of which
can be equalized and adjusted through the companion app.
Contemporary Industrial Design: The sleek, foldable design,
leatherette ear pad materials and headband silicone padding
make Zone Wireless comfortable to wear for extended periods of
time.
Easy-To-Use, Simple Interface: Zone Wireless has an intuitive
interface which includes five buttons - volume up, volume down,
mute, activate noise cancellation and one button on the side that
acts as play/pause and answer call/decline - minimizing the room
for error.
Designed for the Mobile Worker: Zone Wireless connects to your
phone and computer simultaneously through Bluetooth, and has
a downloadable companion app that provides more controls for your headset like EQ settings for music,
sidetone adjustment and call management.
Wireless Charging: Just place Zone Wireless on a Qi wireless charger for quick and seamless charging
- no cords needed.

Product Specifications
Headset dimensions
Height: 174.7mm
Width: 176.7mm
Depth: 70.7mm

Weight: .1808 Kg
Earpad dimensions:
Height: 70.7mm
Weight: 70.7mm
Depth: 16.4mm
Dongle/receiver dimensions:
Length: 21.5mm
Width: 13.6mm
Depth: 6mm

Warranty
●
●

2-year limited hardware warranty for AMR, APJ and CN
2-year limited hardware warranty for EMEA
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